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ABSTRACT
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF LATEST INVENTORY 
VALUATION REGULATION IN TURKEY A CASE STUDY
Onur ATTAR 
MBA
Supervisor : Assoc. Prof. Dr. Can Şunga MUGAN 
January 1996
In this study; the effect of latest changes in the tax codes regarding the use of Last 
In First Out ( LIFO ) method of inventor}' valuation as a means of overcoming the effect 
of inflation is examined in a case study. LIFO method is applied to inventory valuation 
of ATTARLAR Mak. San. ve Tic. A.Ş.: a firm operating in the trading sector of 
fertilizers, MKE Products and Agricultural Chemicals for the period 1990-94. Usage of 
the LIFO method y ielded reductions in the taxes paid; however since the 41th item of the 
code no. : 193 of the procedural tax law of Türkiye restricts the amount of expenses 
deducible from taxes; the overall effect is not a reduction in the taxes paid. Besides, main 
preconditions to be satisfied to be able to use the LIFO method ; non-decreasing levels of 
inventories and a continuous upward trend in the specific price level faced by the firm 
are not satisfied. In the sector; price levels and stocks are found out to exhibit fluctuating 
patterns due to government subsidizing policies and weather conditions respectively.
Key Words : LIFO Method, Inventor}' Valuation, Stock Valuation, Inflation 
Accounting.
ÖZET
TÜRKÎYEDEKİ EN SON STOK DEĞERLEME YÖNETMELÎĞİNLN 
ETKİLERİ ÜZERİNE BİR ÇALIŞMA
Onur ATTAR
Yüksek Lisans Tezi, İşletme Bölümü 
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Can Şımga MUĞAN 
Ocak 1996
Bu çalışmada, Türkiye Vergi Usul Kanunu' nda stok değerleme metodlanndan, 
Son Giren İlk Çıkar (LIFO) metodunun kullanımına ilişkin, enflasyonun muhasebe 
üzerindeki olumsuz etkilerini gidermeye yönelik olarak yapılan değişikliğin etkileri 
İncelenmektedir. Bu metod; gübre MKE ürünleri ve tanm ilaçlan ticareti sektöründe 
faaliyet gösteren ATTARLAR Mak. San. ve Tic. A.Ş. nin stoklan üzerine 1990-94 
dönemi için uygulanmıştır. Metod, şirketin vergi yükümlülüklerini düşürmekle beraber; 
193 no lu vergi usul kanunun 41. maddesi gereği; LIFO metodu kullanılmadığı takdirde, 
vergiden indirilen fınansal harcamalann gider olarak indirilmesi engellendiği için 
gerçekte metodun kullanımı avantajlı olmamakta; enflasyonun olumsuz etkilerini 
gidermemektedir. Bu durumda göz ardı edilmemesi gereken bir bulgu da şirketin faaliyet 
gösterdiği sektörde fiyat ve stok düzeylerinde gözlenen dalgalı hareketlerdir ki, bunlar 
LIFO metodunun beklenen sonuçlan vermesi için gerekli olan fiyat ve stoklardaki 
devamlı yükselme eğilimi varsayımını geçersiz kılmaktadır.
Anahtar Kelimeler : Son Giren İlk Çıkar Yöntemi, Stok Değerleme 
Yöntemleri, Enflasyon Muhasebesi.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Inflation has been one of the most important economic problems with which the 
world nations face in recent years. Since the date at which the developed countries had 
two-digit inflation values, this economic and social illness has been reciprocated more 
naturally and the necessity of living together with inflation has emerged instead of 
terminating it. Today’s managers have taking more responsibility about directing their 
firms to their basic missions in inflationary environments and surviving together with 
inflation than that in any other time.
According to the principles of management and economics, the main objective of 
the economic activities is the maximization of the profit. Making the profit maximum 
requires efficient and effective study. In order to be successful in this respect, it is 
essential that all managerial decisions should be appropriate for the conditions. However, 
the accuracy of the decisions is proportional with the accuracy of the data used to 
conclude those decisions. In addition, in an inflationary environment, information 
obtained by using applied accounting principles, still used in every business, also so- 
called traditional accounting or historical cost accounting principles, are not healthy. 
Since the traditional accounting operates according to the cost principles in evaluation 
under the assumption of fix monetary values. This leads to the inefficiency in accounting
procedures under inflationary environments and does not satisfy the needs of managerial 
personnel.
The effects of inflation on accounting, being the greatest data source for decision 
making, and methods of overcoming them constitute the subject of this study.
Specifically, we would like to investigate the effect of latest changes in the tax 
codes regarding the use of last -in -first -out method of inventory valuation as a means of 
overcoming the effect of inflation in a case study.
Chapter 2
Effects of Inflation on Financial Tables
2.1 The Effects of Inflation on Balance Sheet
These can be classified as effects on monetary and non-monetary values.
Monetary Values : Cash, account receivable, documents evidencing the debt, 
debts and certificates of debt can be given as examples for monetary values. Whatever 
price movements are, in an inflationary environment, receivable of 1.000.- TL. will be 
collected as l.OOO.-TL. at fixed terms. The purchasing power of 1,000.-TL. as of the 
collection date will be lower than the purchasing power of that amount when any credit 
exists.(Uman,1968)
As a result, during inflation; one who holds monetary assets can face with the 
problem of the depreciation of his purchasing power. In a similar manner; in an 
inflationary environment, since a fixed amount of debt can be charged by a corresponding 
cheaper TL. value, being a debtor will be an advantage. (Curwen,1976)
Non-monetary Values : All the financial entries except for the monetary values 
constitute non-monetary values, such as patents, plant and equipment, expenses paid in 
cash. Neglecting the changes in relative prices, one, who holds non-monetary values 
neither loses nor gains any purchasing power due to changes in prices.
The effects of inflation on balance sheet will be examined depending on the 
aspects of asset and source structure.
2.1.1 The Effects on Asset Structure
Cash - Bank
The mentioned values here are time and demand deposits on the bank account or 
in cash on hand. Although the nominal values of these assets are fixed, purchasing power 
in parallel to change in prices differs. As we explain this with an example; when general 
price level is 100 at the beginning of the period, if it increases to 200 at the end of the 
period, decrease in the value of the money will be 50 % . (Sankami§.1980)
Security-Share
Whether the securities are monetary or not differs according to the reasons why 
they are held. In an inflationär)' environment, security prices in contrast to increases in 
interest limits show decreasing tendency in order to be close to the market interest limits. 
If securities are kept on hand because of speculative reasons, such securities are taken in 
to consideration as non-monetary assets because they will be sold before the maturity 
date and its price will be different from the market price.(Pekiner,1980)
Account Receivable Promissory Notes
They are monetary values. As they are collected, the debtors will pay some pre­
determined amount of money to the management. Accounts related with the receivable 
are also accepted as monetary values.
The effects of the price changes on receivable are relevant to their turnover rates. 
If they are high, management will have a small loss, because management will reflect 
price changes on them. If the maturity date is extended, since the loses that management 
faces have not been accounted, the loses will be reflected as lower and the profits will be 
higher then their real values.
However, inflation premium that can be added to the selling price during fixed term 
sales, may seem to decrease the effect of inflation. In such a situation, the comparison of 
the inflation premium with the price changes occurred during the correction on balance 
sheet, determines the profit and loses. (Uman,1974)
Inventories
Stocks are the goods sold or goods produced after applying some processes or 
directly obtained goods they have produced. These are, raw materials, semi-raw materials, 
products, packaging materials and auxiliary parts. At general accounting, representing the 
stocks at their cost values results in lowering the assets on balance sheet and thus prevents 
the balance sheet representing the real situation. Although the relative weights differ with 
the method applied; since historical costs form the basis; the income statements wiU also 
be affected and not reflect the real situation.(Akdoğan,1980)
They are expenses used for future services to be rendered and it is impossible for 
them to be returned to the firm in forms of cash paid in advance. Rent; paid in advance 
insurance, tax, advertisement, etc., will have a property of non-monetary assets. In addition 
they lead to virtual profits because they are paid with current prices and result in an 
advantage for the future position of the company. However, during the correction of virtual 
profits, opportunity costs of money should also be taken into account.(Uman,1968)
Fixed Assets
Non-monetary fixed assets can be examined under two main groups:
1. Rxed assets subject to depreciation
2. Fixed assets not subject to depreciation: These are estates and building lots. The 
life of these assets is equal to that of the firm and there is a very small probability they are 
converted into cash. Since they are not subject to corrosion, wear and tear they do not 
depreciate. That's why, nominal profit at the end of the period is not affected from them. 
At these periods, virtual profit accrues at the moment of sales.
Expenses Paid in Advance
Buildings, machinery, equipment and fixtures, and transportation vehicles 
constitute monetary fixed assets subject to depreciation. Although their real values do not 
change during the inflationary periods, nominal values change in proportion to price 
movements. According to general accounting principles, since the mentioned values are 
shown by cost values on the balance sheet and depreciation is determined from those 
values, virtual profits occur when purchasing power of money falls. Moreover, these fixed 
assets can not be renewed due to deficiencies in the depreciation amounts.
All monetary fixed assets are adversely affected by inflation. However, the degree 
the effect relies on the relative importance of them in the asset structure, the intensity of 
the price movements, and the economic lives of the assets.(Pekiner. 1980)
2.1.2 The Effects on Source Structure
Monetary Debts
The items consisting of all liabilities, short-terms bank loans, those with or without 
promissory notes can exist on balance sheet as commercial bills, certificates of debt, debts 
due to seller personnel, taxes, dividends, bank credits, expenses paid and advance 
payments. The degree of influence of inflation on all of these liabilities depends on their 
transfer rates. Since transfer rates of long-term debts are low, they are affected from 
changes in money value more effectively. In addition, since payment of debts will be on 
nominal values; during the periods at which general price level increases, real values of 
debt fall and debtor firms gain in real terms.
Non-monetarv Debts
Debts followed as foreign exchange are tied to changes in exchange rates. 
Consequently, they have relatively dynamic structure. The relation between the variation 
in exchange rates and general price variation in the domestic country forms the most 
important aspect of these debts. If exchange rate becomes stable and the general price 
level increases, nominal value of debts will not change and the management will gain 
implicit profits from that situation. If devaluation rate is greater than the inflation rate, the 
management will haw a loss.
In a situation where revenues due for the future periods have been collected in 
ad\ance; these, revenues will keep their real \alues against inflation depending on their 
means of usage.
Depredations
According to general accounting principles, depreciation amount is determined 
considering the cost value of fi.xed assets. However, this amount does not produce the 
same amount of insestment during the periods where general price level increases. 
Because virtual profits due to low depreciation causes unnecessary outflow of funds. In 
other words, depreciation will not materialize the purpose of maintenance of management 
resources and production power. To overcome these losses, depreciations should be 
calculated taking into account the movements.(Gynter,1975)
2.2 The Effects on Income Statement
2.2,1 The Effects on Revenue Items
The Effects on Sales
Revenues Collected in Advance
Sales price of goods sold increase becau.se of inflation. Furthermore, although the 
sales U'lume of the management does not increase, its monetary value increases. 
Accordingly, whether an increase in the gross profit is real can be understood by taking 
both the quantity of products sold and the degrees in the purchasing power of mone\ into
account. Historical accounting principles do not distinguish betv^ ’een the two different 
effects on gross pro nts. Hence, this leads to fatal errors in results.(Aysan,1975)
Revenues out of Activity
Participation Revenues: They are the revenues obtained from other firms, with 
which the management participates. In inflationary periods, an increase is obsers’ed in 
participation revenues since they include the virtual profits of the participating firm. The 
increase in the dividends leads to the increases in the capitalized value of the shares, and 
in turn to a rise in the market prices. The real component of this increase depends on the 
variation in price level. If the current value of the participation rises greater than the 
increase in prices, since the difference between them will be real, the obtained revenue 
will also be real.(Aysan, 1975)
Interests and Commissions Obtained
Interests are the revenues obtained in return to funds lended at some specific rates. 
Since the debt held won't change; interest payment constituting some percentage of the 
debt will not change either. So, even if the nominal values of the interests collected during 
inflationary periods stay constant, their real values will decrease.(Oztin,1973)
Revenues Obtained from Sales of Fixed Assets
The difference between the revenues obtained from the sales of fixed assets and, 
the net book value of that asset is treated as the profit in traditional accounting. However, 
during the periods at which the specific price level changes, this profit neglecting the
calculation of the real val jes of the mentioned fixed asset or accumulated depreciation 
shows an unreal surplus wliich is fictitiocs.(Oztin,1973)
2.2.2 The Effect on Expense Items
Cost of Goods Sold
The main components of the cost of goods sold are the costs of the direct material, 
direct labor, and general manufacturing costs. However, in commercial firms, this is the 
portion of the commodity stock that is sold.
Expenses for Direct Material
Raw materials are procured in order to be used in production and included in the 
product cost depending on the accounting system already accepted. Since the current 
market value of the raw material during inflationaiy periods is greater than the cost value 
of it, cost of goods sold will normally be determined as smaller than its real value, and 
thus this will result in the creation of virtual profits. Besides that, another important 
subject is that the re-procurement of the materials used with the revenues obtained from 
sales will be impossible in high inflation periods.(Ertuna,1980)
Expenses for Direct Labor
Labor expenses can be determined by the management through various methods. 
If the salaries are determined individually or by labor contracts, they can not follow the 
increases in price effectively and closely. Therefore, during the periods at which
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purchasing power of money decreases, since these expenses are in nominal terms their 
real values decrease and this creates a gain. However, this j ain relies on the contract 
¡•>eriod. When a new contract is signed, the partners will reflect he increases in the general 
price level tc' the wages or salaries. If the salary system is "echelle mobile" wages are 
adjusted automatically in accordance with the decrease in the purchasing power the 
management is not able to make any real profits from this item, labor costs can increase 
during the .sales of the product. For this reason, the required labor hours to reproduce the 
sold product should be determined and multiplying it by the unit current labor costs, total 
current labor costs can be calculated.(Eituna,1980)
General Manufacturing Expenses
Since the expense items such as, maintenance, repair, lightening, heating, etc. are 
very relevant to price movements, they are included in the product cost with values close 
to the real ones. Since the products and the semi-products are represented by their cost 
values. \ irtual profit can occur due to neglecting the current costs in historical accounting. 
Depreciation costs also do not follow price movements closely; and thus lead to the 
representation of the cost of goods sold at a lower value than it real one. And this causes 
the emergence of virtual profits.(Akdoğan.l980)
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Chapter 3
Preventions Against Price Movements
As explained in the previous chapter price movements occurring in the economy 
greatly affect both the management's activities and the financial tables which are products 
of accounting principles. This situation suggests that precautions should be taken against 
adverse effects of price movements.
3.1 Partial Preventions
Partial corrective preventions aim at the correction of a group of items in the 
balance sheet.
The main partial preventions as follows:
A- Inventory \ aluation methods
B- Depreciation methods
C- Method of keeping separate renewal funds
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3.1.1 Inventory Valuation Methods
Most of the usual methods of valuing stocks make extensi^ e use of historical cost. 
This is consistent with the account's way of valuing other assets, and it sounds objective 
and easy. Yet, there are difficulties in justifying its usage. Particularly in manufacturing a 
given outlay helps to make a pool of stocks units, some of which are sold during the year 
and the others accumulated at the end of the year. So, the cost figure for the closing stock 
can vary the choice of both ingredients and sequence.
Generally, the inventory' valuation methods are :
- Average cost methods
- FIFO
- LIFO
- Valuation of the stocks at the minimum of the market or cost value
- Base stock method
A Finn may price stock issues by. for instance the first -in - first- out or last - in - 
first - out systems. However, these are often a matter assumed rather than actual sequence, 
i.e. the firm may merely value the unit as if one or other of the two patterns is follow'ed. 
regardless of the actual physical floW'.(Bursal.l980)
FIFO ( first - in - first - ou t)
In FIF-'O method; commodities which enter into costs are valued at the price of 
first orders entering the stocks and the stock items consist of the prices of the last entering
commodity prices. It may bt as well to remind one self of the effect on the income 
statement of the for opening and closing stocks. The accountant seeks to charge the 
income statement with no more or less than the historic cost of the unit sold. But unless 
he keep stores accounts, he does not know this cost figure. His nearest substitute is 
purchases; so he takes the latter, and tries it by cutting off the umts unsold at the end and 
sticking on those held at the start. Under FIFO his resultant cost of good sold is the 
purchases for roughly a 12 month period begirming before the start of the accounting year 
and lasting before its end. By subtracting the cost of the later purcha.ses ( closing stock ) 
from the cost of the whole year's purchases he deprives those later purchases of all 
influence on the year’s cost and profit. (A.I.C.P.A.,1971)
When this method is used, since stocks are appraised from last entry good price, 
although the inventory entry in the balance sheet reflects the effect of inflation, and since 
the cost of good sold will be realized lower value, it will result in existing virtual profit 
against the management.
LIFO ( last - in - first - out)
It is exactly opposite of FIFO method. That is, the price affecting the cost 
constitutes from the goods acquired last in the stocks. In other words, the goods acquired 
most recently are the ones sold first. During inflation at this preferable to the real cost, 
inventor} items composed of the prices of the goods acquired first get meaningless. This 
method has the possible advantage of more closely approximating a replacement cost 
charge against profit, but it can lead to veiy low valuations of stock, and may not be a 
very realistic representation of stock movements especially in the case of a perishable 
commodity, such as pineapples. (A.I.C.P.A..1971)
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The pros and cons of the LIFO method are as follows:
Advantages : Since the value of costs become closer to the current values, profits 
determined level will be pushed downward and the virtual profit will be drawn closer to 
the real profit. TTie decrease in income will reduce the taxes and thus the management will 
be exposed to less loss of capital. Since it is an objective method, the complicated 
applications, such as revaluation do not need to be practiced.
Disadvantages : The balance sheet forming the source of fund and cash analysis 
and constituting the proposals for the management’s economic and budgetary position 
loses its meaning as a result of the fact that it contains low-valued stock items.
For this method to give desirable results; stock levels must be non-decreasing. If 
any decrease exists low cost materials in the stocks will be transferred to production and 
the virtual profit will increase. Besides that, periods during which the stocks are 
exhausted; the profit calculated by LIFO will be greater than that by FIFO.
3.1.2 Depredation Method
Depreciation is the process of determination of decreasing value of fixed assets 
due to physical, technological or obsolescence. As it is known, this method is applied to 
the assets that are purchased in order v.ith limited economic lives to be used, not to the 
goods for selling purposes.
The purposes of allowing for depreciation can be grouped into two categories:
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The former is the determination of the loss of value in fixed assets and reflect it in 
the real cost of activits' by transferring them into the cost account of the relevant period. 
The latter is to keep seme amount of funds in order to maintain the production capacity 
intact by renew ing the fixed assets, and to f re\ ent the outflow of funds in forms of tax. 
dividends and premium payments.
The main depreciation techniques are as follows:
- straight line depreciation
- Increasing depreciation
- Decreasing depreciation ( accelerated )
In the straight line depreciation technique; depreciation amounts are distributed 
equally throughout the economic life of the fixed assets. In increasing depreciation 
technique; depreciation amounts are distributed in an increasing manner throughout the 
economic life of the asset. In decreasing depreciation techniques, at the first years high 
amounts on the other hand, at last years; low er amount of depreciation is considered.
Among these techniques, the most faxorable one is the decreasing depreciation 
technique in inflationary periods. Thus this method will be considered in detail.
In this method, the depreciation rate is constant. How'e\er. the amount forming the 
base for each >ear is ' alculated b\ subtracting all the depreciations accruing till that year 
from the initial value of the asset.
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Example : Apply this techi.ique to the fixed asset whose registered value is $1000 
and that has a 10 year lifetime. Th< result are as follows: (Depreciation ratio was taken as 
20% )
Years Depredation Annual Linear
Amount ($ ) Depreciation ($ ) Depreciation
1 1,000 1,000x0.2 =200 100
2 800 800x0.2 = 160 100
3 640 640x0.2 = 128 100
4 512 512x0.2 =102.4 100
5 409.6 409.6 x 0.2 = 81.8 100
6 327.8 327.8 X 0.2 = 65.6 100
7 262.2 262.2 X 0.2 = 52.5 100
8 209.7 209.7x0.2 = 41.9 100
9 167.8 167.8 x 0.2 = 33.6 100
10 134.2 = 134.2 1СЮ
T otal: 1,000 1,000
As it can be seen, this technique enables higher depreciation allowance at first 
years, compared with the linear depreciation technique. These funds are thought to be put 
forward for the benefit of the management without being subject to taxes, dis idends and 
other payments. In addition high funds obtained can be allocated to the investments, and 
thus they will improve the production capacity of the management. On the other hand this 
situation does not long last since the depreciation allowance falls short of the one obtained 
by linear depreciation of the fifth year. Moreover, it will be fatal situation because of 
entering the last \ear w ith a great amount.
As prevention techniques to overcome these drawbacks, it is recommended that 
when the decreasin ’ depreciation method gives allowances less than those of the linear 
method, the remaining amount be handled by using linear depreciation.(Gynter.l975)
3.1.3 Method of Keeping Separate Renewal Funds
The value of the goods that the management possesses increases during the 
periods at which the general price level rises. Since depreciations provided at those 
periods are not sufficient to renew the mentioned the fixed assets, renewable fund 
separation is recommended. Funds for renew'al are the funds established for some 
purposes as a part of the profit. These amounts can only be obtained after obligatory' taxes 
are paid. In addition, it is important how' these funds are kept on hand, i.e. their asset 
corn posi tion. (A y san ,1975)
3.2 Fundamental Prevention Techniques Advised Against Price 
Movements
The fundamental prevention techniques accept that the purchasing power of 
changes and change the principles of historical accounting, which does not accept this 
reality. Preventions can be outlined as follows:
1. .Measures proposing that the general accounting should be organized according 
to the gold principles.
2. Measures suggesting that the effects of all changes in special prices and in the 
general price level should be reflected to the accounting ( Inflation Accounting ).
.3. Measures proposing that fixed assets should be defined in terns of current 
monetary units. ( Revaluation )
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3.2.1 Gold Principle Method
This method requires defining all the entries in the balance sheet in terms of gold 
or any currency relying on gold; and thus ravaluing them. After making the corrections, a 
correction in regard to the new value of the money will be enough for the next year.
Gold principle is applied in tw'o ways:
Periodic Application : Financial tables are organized with respect to the general 
accounting principles and corrective actions are taken in specific periods.
Continuous Application : Value movements are registered into accounting books 
both in terms of money value and in terms of gold. At the end of the accounting period, 
two different balance sheet, one prepared according to the general accounting principles 
and the other prepared according to the gold principle showing the real conditions, are 
obtained.
The disadvantages of this system can be explained as. follows:
- If it is applied periodically, it is not possible to .see the real situation of the firm at 
any time. However, in continuous applications, collecting information continuously 
increases the cost.
- Since the economic factors detennining the assets of the firm differ from the 
economic factors indicating the gold value, gold prices do not reflect the economical 
realities. Thus, accounting based on gold s^ ill not be valid.
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- Fluctuations in the value of gold in the world prevents the financial statements 
reflecting the real values.
- Converting debt and receivable to gold will have no legal meaning.
- TTie most important deficiency of the gold system is that; although value of gold 
changes over time, it is used as a valuation, measure. However, it has been a pioneer 
method due to the fact that it has revealed that price movements should be corrected by 
the aid of indices and also the general accounting principles could not reflect the real 
values during inflationary periods.(Bakir,1973)
3.2.2 Inflation Accounting
Inflation accounting systems reflect the effects of price movements on the items 
that have been recorded at historical costs. Depending on the consideration of specific or 
general price movements; inflation accounting models are treated as three distinct groups:
A- General Price Level Accounting
B- Substitution Cost Accounting ( Specific Price level Accounting )
C- Integrated Accounting Model ( Including Specific and General Price Changes 
)(Kizil.l977)
Main proposals for the reform of accountants during inflation are:
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3.2.2.1 General Price Changes
General price change is measured with a general price index. A general index tries 
to measure how many money units ( e.g. dollars, TL ) must be paid for a given quantity of 
goods and services at different times. Thus a general index of consumption prices tries to 
measure the changing retail price of the goods and services in common use, and so may be 
said to show how the " cost of living " is behaving.(Ertuna,1980)
Despite the defects of the general index, it is the best tool that we possess for 
tracing money’s value over time. Normally it does give a useful imprdssion to reject it in 
effect to assume money 's value to be stable.
The income statement in a p>eriod when general prices change, but the relevant 
specific index moves exactly in step with the general index.
An income statement that is corrected of some date during the year ( average sale 
date) does not fit in w'ith the balance sheet of the end of the year ( ordinary or stabilized ) 
and may not be a good basis for a dividend decision at a later date. So the correction 
should be regarded as valuable first-aid rather than a complete solution.
By comparing the rival forms of profit and loss account, our disposals are as
follows:
1- Ordinary Accounts: These make no attempt to correct the raw figures.
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2- Ordinan' accounts with time-lag correction: These try to stick as closely as 
possible to the form and figures of ordinary accounts; and yet to improve profit with a 
short-cut correc tion the insertion of an inflation charge.
3- Stabilized Accounts : These adjust the crude cost and revenues with the help of 
a general index factor and so produce almost completely new sets of figures, all 
homogeneous or ( of some chosen base date ) and thus automatically free of the errors due 
to time lag and mixing.
In practice the error is likely to be material for three kinds of costs:
1- Cost for capital gain calculations : When fixed assets, investments, etc. are 
sold, their historical cost may have been carried forward for many years. If the gain is to 
be seen at its real size, the cost must be updated with an inflation charge.
2- Stocks : There may be a time-lag of at least some months between the purchase 
of stocks and their sale causing " inventor) profit".
3- Depreciation : Tbe life of a depreciating asset is normally long enough for the 
index to change greatly. So a considerable error is apt to arise when the later slices of 
historical costs are written off.
.^s the error raises, taxable income during inflation, one may regard it as imposing 
an extra tax. never authorized by parliament, on the owners of stocks and depreciating 
assets.
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Any marked canying-forward of historic al figures can lead to the use of outdated 
values. Cost is the main but not the only victim. ” Revenue received in advance " is also 
carried forward in the ledger, and not put into the profit and loss account until the date at 
which the revenue is deemed to be earned. This may lead to a different form of time-lag 
error.
When the historical revenue is credited in the profit and loss account, old revenue 
are off>et against new costs, and so (if prices are rising) profit is understated. Thus 
magazine publishers (so far as they receive subscriptions in advance) and correspondence 
schools may habitually understate their profits.
Charges for tax, dividends, etc. may relate to dates many months away from 
average revenue date. For instance, the income statement may contain a closing 
adjustment for a final dividend to be paid some months after the end of the year. Here is 
another example of the subtraction of unlike dollars. During inflation, such belated 
charges are in fact less expensive than the ordinary figures suggest. In cold logic, the 
charger should be reduced by " inflation credits ".(Davidson, 1976)
3.2.2.2 Specific Price Change
Other items subject to time-lag :
Specific change can be best measured by direct study of a particular asset. Thus, 
an adequate current value for a stock exchange security may be found from its quotation 
in the stock exchange list: and a building can be valued by an appraiser. But, as a short cut 
to approximate values, a specific index may be used for each class of asset ( e.g. an index
that shows the average movement in the price of factory buildings ) such an index tries to 
reflect the price mo\ ements of a class of assets, with varying degrees of success.
A general index is complied from many specific prices, and so there may be some 
tendency for a movement in a general index to be matched by roughly similar movements 
in the underlying specific prices. However, this associations is often far from close.
It follows that, where assets are to be revalued at current level ( as in a balance 
sheet) general index adjustment of historical cost may give results that are far from 
realistic; here it is better to reappraise each asset, or to use a narrow-range specific index. 
But several other purposes, the general index can play a most useful role in inflation 
accounting.
The issues at stoke here are Just one part of the larger problem - whether the 
updating of historical cost is best done by applying a general index or by using the 
specific values of current cost accounting ( CCA ).
Views on the point are divided and likely to become more so. The argument 
concerns the three familiar areas - the measurement of ( a ) asset values, ( b ) cost for 
decisions, and ( c ) income and thus the time-lag problems.
To a considerable extent, as we have seen, what is here right and wrong depends 
on the objectives of the men concerned : the objective defines cost. The specific - index 
man assumes a maintenance by the firm of an effective team of assets. The general index 
man assumes it to be maintenance of the owner's welfare - this being defined in terms of 
power to buy general goods.
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If you use the general index to translate the capital, the for gain measures your real 
gain a useful bit of information.
If you use instead the specific index for houses, corrected capital rises exactly in 
step with the asset. Gain is zero. In other words, so long as your home has the same 
physical size, the balance sheet can not measure appreciation. Sp>ecific index correction in 
business account shows gain only from operation as distinct from holding. This limitation 
alone would seem greatly to lessen its usefulness to most owners. (Note the complexities 
of trying to raise capital with several specific indices, where there are several 
assets.jdCirkman, 1980)
If one accepts the general-index case, one ignores specific change and corrects 
income by converting cost with the general index.
3.2.2.3 Integrated Accounting Model
TTie methods mentioned before, the consideration of changes in the general and 
specific price levels should be taken as alternative complementary solution concepts. 
Since general price level and specific price level accounting models, with respect to 
reflecting price changes on the financial tables, determination of the profit and 
maintenance of the capital; preserve different purposes and characteristics.
For that reason; another approach; the integrated accounting model combining 
the advantages of the other two model is developed. It aims at obtaining the real profits 
from the substitution cost accounting model by correcting the items resulting from the 
consideration of the specific price changes using the general price level changes and thus 
eliminating, the unreal profits. With this methods; the unreal portions of cost savings are
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eliminated as well as earnings from holding monetary assets are 
determined.(Davidson,1976)
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Chapter 4 
Revaluation
The essence of most proposals for the reform of accounts during inflation is the 
restatement of accounting figures of different dates in terms of price at a common base date. One 
example is the revaluation of assets at current prices.(Çakıcı,1983)
When accountants talk about " rexaluation ", normally mean a limited degree of 
modernization probably confined to the comer of balance sheet with the help of price-index 
factors, and so to create a consistent whole in terms of the price level of some chosen base date. 
We shall call this full treatment stabilization.{Amanvermez,1982)
The real trends in a series of accounting figures can be made clearer by adjusting the raw 
figures with index factors. But stabilization has also a far more a valuable function it can cut out 
most of the flows and inconsistencies that a year's accounts after price change, and make such 
accounts almost as useful as thex' xxould have been in the absence of change.
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Probably no-one can really appreciate the impact of price change on accounts 
unless he can stabilize them. We may dec ide in the end that stabilized accounts are too 
elaborate for this or that kind of report.
One possible procedure - which links well with the accounting conventions for 
valuing assets - has been to convert the branch’s opening assets and capital at their 
original exchange rate; additional fixed assets at the rate when bought; profit at the 
average rate for the year; and current assets at closing rate.
With stabilized accounts, in effect we pretend that the ordinary accounts are those 
of a foreign branch and we convert them into the units of a conceptual head office in a far- 
off, happy land with stable money. Index factors ( based on the price level of any 
convenient time) take the place of exchange rates.
^4ost balance sheet figures are the sum of many entries at the different dates with 
different price levels. Thus more than one factor is in practice needed to revalue and 
stabilize each of these " mixed " accounts. For instance, if undistributed profit have 
grown from year to year, the total must be analyzed so that each increase can be 
.separately multiplied by the factor appropriate to its date.
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Table 2. Simple Ba’ance Sheet , in Alternative Forms Showing Revaluation and 
Stabilization
(1) (2) (3)
Ordinary Factor Revaluation Factor Stabilize
Figures ($) Figures (!
($)
Fixed Assets
Original bought at index 100 10,000 120/100 12,000 120/10 12,000
0
Bought with the year’s profits 440 120/100 480 120/10 480
at index 110 0
10,440 12,480 12,480
Capital, issued at index 100 10,000 10,000 120/10 12,000
0
Profit, earned at index 110 440 440 120/10 480
0
Gain on revaluation of assets 2,040
10,440 12,480 12,480
Revalued accounts ( Column (2) in table 2 ) need a balancing figure of $ 2.040. 
TTiis " gain on revaluation " can not but give an impression of growth. Such an 
impression is here misleading, since it reflects merely the cheapening money.
Accountants distinguish such an unrealized gain on fixed assets from ordinary 
trade profits, and juMify the distinction on the dual grounds that the asset is fixed is 
unrealized. If. howe\er. one adopt the real capital sub-concept, gain due to inflation
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becomes non-existent (whether or not it has realized ). And this is exactly what the 
stabilized account show; so here stabilization <' nd caution are allies.
Some Problems of Stabilization
Stabilization becomes less easy when the values in the accounts change at 
different rates. Our simple example assumes that the general and specific indices rise 
equally. So, it evades the problem of choosing between them, when they differ. But the 
equity balances-capital, profit, etc. are not linked wdth particular assets. They reflect a 
series of investments by the owner ( cash paid in or dividends foregone ) at various dates. 
The problem is how to interpret such historical sums in the most meaningful way. The 
general index is probably the best device for enabling us to lock at yesterdays' cash flows 
through today's' spectade. If we want to see how the owner's wealth has faired in a period, 
there are strong grounds for using units that measure it in terms of his general purchasing 
power.(Gynter. 1975)
And even if we are tempted to use a specific index we should have a hard time 
deciding which one is appropriate where the other half of the balance sheet covers a range 
of assets with diverging indices.
The Stabilized Income Statement
The income account al.so can be stabilized that is the costs and revenues of. say, 
each month can be restated in the dollars of some base date (perhaps mid-year or end- 
year). The results are specially helpful where a statement is " mixed " in the sense that 
costs are incurred at dates other than those of the corresponding revenues (e.g. where 
materials are bought in the summer for peak sales at Christmas).
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The stabilized figures are, however, in one respect hard to digest. There are clearly 
strong grounds for stabilizing the income statement at the same base date as the balance 
sheet. For the latter, the end dollar usually seems the obvious unit. But an income 
statement that is stabilized in end dollars must disagree with the ordinary figures of earlier 
months, and thus strike a manager as unfamiliar and add. During inflation, they may seem 
too weak. As an illustration; suppose one of a firm's ventures costs $ 1.000 and brings in $ 
1,540, that both the outlay and the sale take place at mid-year, when the index stands at 
110; and that the accounts are stabilized at the year end, when the index is at 120. The 
ordinary and stabilized versions of the income statement will run :
Ordinarj ($) Factor Stabilized Closing ($)
Cost 1,000 120/110 1,091
Sale 1,540 120/110 1,680
Profit 540 589
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Chapter 5
Detailed Consideration of the LIFO Method and Application to 
A TTARLAR Firm
In this chapter after a detailed evaluation of the LIFO method, it will be applied to the 
ATTARLAR firm.In an economy where the general price level shows a continuous and significant 
upward mov ement. Historical accounting principles like the treatment of money as the measure of 
value and conformity with cost and objectivity principles accounting lead to the documents' being 
meaningless. And thus, in inflationary economies; balance sheets reflecting the position and 
valuable information about firm's and their " income statements " which reflect the results of 
operations become far from exhibiting the real situations.
Since the results of operations take on different values from the real ones in inflationary 
period; income resulting from operations becomes subject to all the effects of the type and 
magnitude of inflation; leading to the taxation of the fictitious profits due to inflation as well as 
real profits.
In this study; an approach is designed to eliminate the effects of inflation - the LIFO stock 
evaluation method - which also has been considered in the Turkish Procedural Tax Laws (Vergi 
Usui Kanunu, VUK ), given in Appendix 1 will be followed and applied to the fertilizer stocks of 
the 1990-91-92-93-94 vears of the ATTARLAR firm. Main features of the Turkish Procedural Tax 
Law. regarding the usage of the LIFO method are; with this law, firm choosing this method are
obliged to follow it at least five years. The payments which can not be treated as expenditure 
items are organized by 41th item of the no 193 law of The Procedural Tax Law of Türkiye. 
-Accordingly, those, who evaluate their stocks with the LIFO method or revalue their assets which 
are subject to depreciation can not deduct the 25% of the portion of their financial expenses 
relatad to loands such as, interest, commissions, profit margins of the third parties, foreign 
exchange losses etc. from tax payments. Expenses are calculated based on the reduction rate as 
follows:
Financial expenses X Reduction Rate X 0.25 =Deducible Expense
The reduction rate is calculated as the revaluation rate (determined by the ministry of 
Finance) divided by the interest rate on commercial credits (determined by the Ministry of 
Finance)The 25% rate mentioned can be increased up to 100% by the Cabinet and the principles 
are determined by the Ministry of Finance.
The LIFO method; enabling the cost of a commodity to be represented at a higher value; is 
considered as a method of stock evaluation eliminating the adverse effects of inflation.LIFO 
method which has become applicable after some changes in the VUK; is not designed for the 
purpose of being a solution in situations where actual costs can not be determined but for the 
purpose of leaving profit due to inflation outside taxation.
With LIFO method; detennination of costs of commodities and thus holding the fictitious 
inflation profits outside the scope of taxation to prov ide saving to the firm is tied to the presence 
of some conditions.
-First of all; for the LIFO method to give the expected results; there has to be some 
commodities in the stocks of the finn and in the period of study, there has to be an increasing
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trend of the prices. In a firm which operates with zero stocks; since the methods of stock 
evaluation becomes meaningless; LIFO method requires the existence of some commodities in the 
stocks.
- In an economy with structural inflation; price increases will continue in the period of 
accounting when LIFO method is applied; from the definition of the method; the commodity's 
stock value w ill be low but the cost of goods sold will be high and thus the profit accruing will be 
low.
- But a fall in the inflation rate and the price level's following a decreasing pattern in the 
same accounting period will lead to the LIFO method's giving an opposite result: The profit will 
be high since the LIFO method is build on the determination of the cost of good sold not based on 
the highest costs of the orders but on the costs of the last orders. This is the basic reason w hy the 
power of the LIFO method in excluding fictitious inflation profits from taxation depends on the 
prices following an increasing pattern.
Apart from these; although the LIFO method is a tool against adverse effects of inflation 
for the short-run; for it to be effective in more than one accounting period; some conditions have 
to be met : In the period under study; price increase have to be in the same direction and stock 
levels must be non-decreasing.
Thus situation brings about a clear conflict: UTen LIFO method is applied to the firms to 
protect them from adverse effects of inflation; one period later; for such an application to be 
followed; price increases must continue.
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A p p lic a b ility  o f  th e  L IF O  M e th o d  to  th e  A T T A R L A R  F irm
ATTARLAR Mak. Tic, ve San. A.§, is one of the leading firms in Konya. Operating in the 
sector trade of fertilizers, MKT! products, and agricultural chemicals.
If the ATTARLAR firm had used the LIFO method; 1990-91-92-93-94 reductions in 
the taxes paid would have been as follows:
T able 1
COGS bcom e Before Tax Income Tax Income .After Difference
Tax (Tax Paid )
19 9 0 LIFO U  32.698.508.- 205,588,176.- 94,570,561.- 111,017,615,- 93.521.650,-
AVER.AGE 929.390.573,- 408,896.111,- 188.092,211.- 220,803,900,-
1991 LIFO -383.505,888,- 0,- 815.298.228 -
AVERAGE 9.742.198.778 - 938.679.000,- 431.792,340,- 506,886.660,-
1992 LIFO 18.566.576.875,- 244.672.652,- 112..М9.420,- 132.123.232,- 221.559.496,-
AVERAGE 18.084.925.796,- 7V),393.731- 334.108.916,- 392.214,815,-
1993 LIFO 33.137.503.773,- 764.559.013,- 351.697.146,- 412.861.867,- 2.198.075.784,-
AVERAGE 28.359.078.155,- 5.542.984.6.Ч - 2.549.772.930,- 2.993.211.700,-
1 9 9 4 LIFO 224.237.698.900,- 5.877.452.588,- 2.703.628.190,- 3.173.824.397,- 661.950.556,-
AVERAGE 22:.798.6:^5/)00.- 7.316.475.536,- 3,365,578.747,- 3.950.896.789,-
Table 2
Year R ed u c tio n s  f r o m  th e  T axes P a id  (T L )
1990 93,521,650.-
1991 815,298,228.-
1992 221,559,496.-
1993 2,198,075,784.-
1994 661,950,556.-
Although the above table represent one of the advantage of the LIFO method; the real 
situation is somehow difFerent. When the LIFO method is used; since the amount of expenses that 
can be deduce! from tax liabilities are further restricted by the 41th item of the code no 193 of the 
Turkish Procedural Tax Law, the method does not yield gains. Results are given in Table 2. The 
LIFO method clearly leads to higher levels of tax liabilities for the \ ears 1990,1991,1993, and 
1994 but a reduced le\el only for 1991. As it can be observ'ed from table 3; this is because the net 
income before taxes of the company increases when the LIFO method is used as compared to the 
a\erage method due to the restrictions brought about by the mentioned law on the amount of 
expenses that can be deducted from the tax liabilities of the company.
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T a b le s
A V E R A G E  M E T H O D
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Total F inancial 
E xpenses
130 .038387 .- 541 .8 2 3 7 2 6 .- 1,627.201.943.- 3.501.735.379.- 2,150.915.803.-
S e t Incom e B efore  
Taxes
Ab^  - 2 0 2 7 2 3 .1 6 3 .- (2,706.146,124.-) 4 .207 .358 .409- 12.852,747,958,-
Tax 36,442,282,- 93,252.655.- - 1,935,384,868.- 5,912.264,060,-
S e t  In com e A fter  Tax 42.780.071,- 9.470,508.- - 2,271.973,541.- 6.940.231,182,-
U F O  M E T H O D
Total f in a n c ia l  
E xpenses
32,509..S97.- 135,455,932.- 406.800.486.- 875.433,845.- 537.728.951,-
S e t Incom e B efore  
Taxes
8 3 .2 2 9 .4 9 3 - (206,207.270.-) (1.707,304.163.-) 4 .635 ,584 ,159- 13,803.984.2.54,-
Tax 38.285..S67- 0.- 0.- 2.132,368.713.- 6 .349.832757 .-
S e t Incom e A fter Tax 44,943.926,- 0,- 0,- 2.503,215,440.- 7.730.231.182 -
Main points about the situation facing the firm is that; Prices of the commodities the firm 
irades are subject to significant fluctuations due to uncertainties in the economic environment. 
And the condition that the stock levels show an undecreasing pattern is not satisfied for the period 
of study (as given in figure 1) which also exhibits fluctuations which are mainly due to:
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1. E le c tio n  E co n o m ics
In Türkiye; the application of election economics has al\va>s led to the governments' 
consideration of subsidizing the agricultural sector and thus during election periods, prices of 
'fertilizers have always been repressed or even pushed downwards. Resulting from this, holding 
great le\ els of inventories in such periods ha\ e become a meaningless decision; leading to one of 
the conditions of the application of LIFO method: holding non-zero inventory levels, and 
in\entory lexels exhibiting non decreasing trends has become a situation not commonly faced by 
trading firms in this specific sector.
2. C o n su m p tio n  o f  F er tilize rs  S h o w s S ea so n a lity
Fertilizers are commodities that are used seasonally. In middle Anatolia, consumption of 
fertilizes mainly takes place in two seasons : fall and spring. The farmers may consume fertilizers 
in both of these seasons, one of them or may choose not to consume at all. The conditions 
determining usage patterns are mainly weather conditions which are subject to probabilistic, 
uncertain outcomes that make keeping huge stocks very risky.
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion
Management are affected by inflation differently depending on their methods of finance, 
transfer rates of their assets and debts and the economic conditions of the sectors in which they are 
operating.
In inflationary periods; when historical accounting principles are used, financial tables 
loose their meanings and are rendered in sufficient in meeting the expectations of the analyzers 
since they are based on cost principles and the assumption that purchasing power of money is 
unchanged. In other \sords; the items are represented at their historical values in balance sheets 
besides the income statements lead to errors in the profit levels since it does not e.xhibit earnings 
from keeping of assets or cost savings.
Making analysis based on financial tables subject to errors will adversely effect the 
management's' production, pricing, profit distribution, investment and strategic decisions and lead 
to capital losses.
In inflationary periods, to overcome the adverse effects of the classical accounting 
principles; the usage of the LIFO method for stock e\aluation, accelerated depreciation methods 
and keeping funds for renewal purposes is ad\ ised.
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In this study; the LIFO method is applied to ATTARLAR firm operating as a commercial 
firm, mainly in the fertilizer and agricultural chemicals and it war concluded that the LIFO 
method although at first glance seems to yield reductions from taxes paid, when the restrictions on 
the amount of expenses deducible from taxes (due to the new regulations, 4Ith item of code 
number 193 of The Turkish Procedural Tax La\\ ) are imposed, the LEFO method does not give 
favorable results in overcoming the ad\erse effects of inflation. Besides, it is found out that 
preconditions for the application of the LIFO method do not hold in the specific sector in which 
the firm operates. Namely; keeping non-decreasing amount of inventories and the continuous 
upward trend in the price level. In that specific sector; both stock levels and prices exhibit 
fluctuations due to weather conditions and government subsidization policies respective!).
Upon this case study, the usage of fundamental preventions, the usage of detailed 
accounting procedures in Türkiye is suggested rather than partial preventions to correct the 
adverse effects of inflation on financial tables, since such partial presentions require the 
satisfaction of some pre-conditions for the application of corrective methods which may hold ooîy 
for some firms or sectors, but are neither sufficient to overcome the adverse effects of inflation 
nor applicable to the w hole of the economy, thus can not be treated as "principles".
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Appendix
Kanun No.213
(c)
Md: 2 1 3 , m
Dtmirhc.^ cfya
Miıdde 273 — AlAt, edevat, mefruşar. ve demirbaş maliyet bedeli JIc de­
ğerletir. Bunlanu maliyet bedellte giren gederler, latmalma bedelinden gayn komus- 
yon ve nakliye giderleri gibi öreJ giderlerdir.
imal edilen a lil, edevat, mefrufat ve demirbaşlarda İmal giderleri aatınalma 
bedeli yerine geçer.
Ermia
(1 )  Madde 274. — Saun altnan veya imal edilen emLiı maliyet bedelime deiedenir. Mfl- 
kenefler, satınaldıklan ve>-a imal etlikleri cmüanın maliyet bedelini, son giren ilk çıkar yönte­
mini uygulamak suretiyle de lespiı edebilirler. Bu yöntemi seçenler, es az 5 yıl söre ile bu 
yöntemden vazgeçemezler. Bu yöntemin uygulama usul ve esaslarını tespit etmeye Maliye Ba­
kanlı ti yetkilidir. ( x )
Emuanın maliyet bedeline nazaran detcrleme günündeki saüf bedelleri % 10 ve daha 
fazla bir düşüklük gösterdi ti hallerde mükellef, maliyet bedeL’ yerine 267 nd maddenin ikind 
sırasındaki usul hariç olmak Üzere, emsal bedeü ölçüsünü tatbik edebilir. Bu büküm 275 ind 
maddede yazılı mamuller için de uygulanabilir.
(1) 1.1.1996 tarihinde yürürlüğe girr:ek üzere A008 s. Kanun­
la değiştirilen bu maddenin anılan tarihe kadar yürürlük 
te olan eski metni aşağıdadır.
Baimaltnan emtiada tnaliyet badeli
iladde 274 — Jtoüa, maliyet bedeliyle dcgtrJenlr. Emtlanm maliyet bedeline 
nazaran deetrleme günündeki aat^ bedelleri %  10 ve daha fazla bir düşüklük gös- 
terdifi hallerde mükellef, maliyet bedeli yerine 267 nd maddenin 2 ncl aıraamdakJ 
usul hariç olmak üzere, emaal bedeld ölçüaûnü tatbik edebilir. Bu büküm 275 inci mad­
dede yazılı mamuller için de uygulanabilir.
(x) Uygulama i l e  İ l g i l i  olarak CİLT (B)^dekl 234 Sıra No.lu G.Tebliğe ba- 
Kınız.
Kanun No.193
( k )  
Md: Al
Gider kohul cdHmi\rn ödemeler
Madde 4!-Aşafıdn yazılı ödemelerin gider olarak indirilmesi kabul olunma/:
1. Tcşehl sahibi ile eşinin \e çocuklarının işlelrneden çektikleri paralar \ eya aynen al­
dıkları sair deferler (A\ncn alınan değerler emsal bedeli ile değerlenerek leşcbbOs sahibinin 
çekliklerine ilâve olunur.)
2. Teşebbüs sahibinin kendisine, eşine, kılçiik çocuklarına işletmeden ödenen aylıklar, üc­
retler, ikra'mi\cler, komıisyonlar ve tazminatlar;
3. Teşel'bus sahibinin işletmeye koyduğu sermaye için yürütülecek faizler;
4. Teşebbüs sahibinin, eşinin ve küçük çocuklarının işletmede cari hesap veya diğer şekil­
lerdeki alacakları üzerinden yürütülecek faizler;
5. Her türlü para cezaları ve vergi cezalan ile teşebbüs sahibinin suçlarından doğan tazmi­
natlar (Akillerde ceza şartı olarak derpiş edilen tazminatlar, cezai mahiyette tazminat sayılmaz.)
( 1 )  6 . Her türlü alkol ve alkollü içkiler ile tülün vc tütün mamullerine ait ilan ve reklâm 
giderlerinin 50*si (Bakanlar Kurulu, bu oranı Vt lOO’c kadar artırmaya, sıfıra kadar indir­
meye yetkilidir).
( 2 )  7. Kiralama yoluyla edinilen veya işletmede kayıtlı olan yat, kotra, tekne, sürat tek­
nesi gibi moıorlu deniz, uçak ve helikopter gibi hava taşıdanndan işletmenin esas faaliyet ko­
nusu ile ilgili olmayanların giderleri ile amorıismanları;
.iL Vergi Usut Kanunu tiÛkO l^erinç  ^ dOnetn somı iooklannı son giren ilk pka^ 
yil^terittne göre de|erícyén veya amortisrn tabi iktisadi kıymetlerini yeniden deierletneyç
tu^^İârın/tşletnıede kulfandtklah yabana kaynaklara ilişkin faiz, komisyon, vade farkı, 
farkı ve benzeıf ádlar altında yapaktan giderler ve maliyet unsurları toplamına 
jn mallí^ifé ekleneidef^l^ll^ «ağıdaki fndinttı oraniıltıı uygulanması suretiyle bula^
i ^ n |^  Ver^ Usist fC^unu hûkûmlmiıe göre ó yıl için tespit edilmiş olan yeni­
leme orâm i|gı1î kuruluşlardan aliñan bilgilere göre Maliye Bakanlığınca o yıl 
il t^ıan ódáíáma ticâ^ kr^^ faiai oranına bölünmesi suretiyle bulunur
Sanayi siciline kayıtlı imalaıçıiann imalat faaliyederinde kullandıkları yabancı kaynak­
lara ait gider ve maliyet unsurlanna bu bent hükmü uygulanmaz.
Bu bendin birinci paragrafında yer alan 25 oranını , lOO’c kadar artırmaya Ba­
kanlar Kurulu; bendin uygulanmasına ilişkin usul vc esasları belirlemeye ise Maliye Bakanlığı 
yetkilidir. ( 3 )
‘ Bu maddenin ııvLMil.'mnjasıncla, kolektif şirketlerin ortakları ile âdi vc cshamlı komandit 
şirketlerin komandite ortakları icşcbbiıs sahihi sayılır.
(1) 1 .1 .1989  t a r i h in den  g e ç e r l i  olır.aK üzere 3571 s .  Kanunla eklenen bu bent  
tek;i  % 50 o r an ı ,  1990 y ı l ı  kaz anç la r ına  i l i ş k i n  o la r a k  ve ] .1 .1991 'don  
i t i b a r e n  boyanı gereken k a z a n ç la r ı n  t e s p i t i n d e  de uygulanr.ak üzere,  90/  
1081 s .  Karar la  (0) s ı f ı r  o l a ra k  t e s p i t  e d i l m i ş t i r .  İ l g i l i  o l arak  KI.SIM 
I Bölürr: 2 'dek i  mezkûr Karara  ba k ın ız .
(2) Bu f ı k r a  1.1.1995 t a r i l i i n d e  y ü r ü r l ü d e  girmek üze re  4008 s .  Karıunla ek - 
1enmiş t i r .
(3) 1 .1 .1990  t a r i h in d e  y ür ü r l ü ğ e  girmek üzere 4008 s .  Kanunla ek l en m i ş t i r .
STOCK LEVELS BY THE END OF YEAR
U90 1991 1992 1993 1994
C A N 1.849.600 kg 14.482.300 kg 1 032.050 kg 5.302.200 kg 12.750 kg
URE 258 650 kg 1.147.900 kg 2 263 750 kg 2,878.150 kg 849 450 kg
A N 33% 56.700 kg 1.141.600 kg 191.000 kg 84 450 kg 250 kg
DAP. 6 000 kg 83.500 kg 60.800 kg 160.700 kg 1.550 kg
AS 9.600 kg 1.530 200 kg 189.300 kg 289.450 kg 0 kg
20.20 0 1.611.450 kg 1.102.050 kg 0 kg 603,600 kg 207.900 kg
15.15.15 68-:. 500 kg 499.700 kg 0 kg 257.200 kg 52,400 kg
T.S.P 696 350 kg 0 kg 339.200 kg 0 kg 0 kg
5.172.850 kg 19.987.250 kg 4 076.100 kg 10.575.750 kg 1.124,300 kg
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Λ ΤΊARLAR 1990 FER H U Z ER  LM E M O R IE S
LIFO FIFO AVERAGE
C A N 570,408.335.- 808 434.818,- 669 555.200,-
URE 96 405 908,- 139,741 326,- 117.^68.450,-
A,N 33% 20 618 182,- 20.432 432 - 21 546.000,-
D.A.P. 2 500 000,- 2 527.324,- 1 920.000.-
AS. 2 653.091,- 2 792,727,- 1.420.800.-
20.20 0 374.485 099.- 375 395 454,- 435 091.500 -
15.15.15 154.145.885- 153.440.904,- 167 702.500,-
T.S.P 2^3 722 500.- 292 037 372 - 284 338.600,-
1.464.939 000,- 1.794 802.357,- 1 698.743.050,-
Α Τ Ί A R L A R  1991 F E R T IL IZ E R  I W  E S T O R I E S
LIFO FIFO AVERAGE
C.A N 6 -49.435 253,- 8 898 259.290,- 7.385 973 000,-
URE 543.712 778 - 896 157 495 - 855 185 500.-
AN 33% ¿96.510 364- 626 595 605,- 593 632,000 -
D.A P. 63 003 699,- 51 149 036,- 55 945 000 -
A S 222.207.691 - 436 529.768,- 382 550 000,-
20.20 0 ¿07 364 903 - 649.479.968- 639 " 89 000 -
15.15 -5 296,811 244,- 309 319.247,- 30¿ 817 000-
T S R 0,- 0,- 0 -
8 179.045 932,- 11 869,490 409,- 10 217 291 500-
ATTARLAR 1992 FERTILIZER I.M E\TORIE.S
LIFO FIFO AVERAGE
C.A.N 911.812 389.- 1.231,307.171,- 995.928.250.-
URE 2.029,456 339- 2 648.640.320 - 2 614.631 250,-
A N 33% 155 069,271.- 206 348.187.- 175 720.000,-
DAP. 93.908,910.- 131 231.683 - 82.992.000,-
A.S. 97.063 350- 167 928 632- 135 349 500,-
20 20.0 0,- 0- 0,-
15 15.15 0,- 0,- 0,-
T.S.P 465.299 999,- 513 837,622- 301.888 000,-
3.752.610.258,- 4 899.293.615.- 4.306 509.000,-
A T T A R E İ R  1993 F E R T IL IZ E R  IS V E S T O R I E S
LIFO • FIFO AVERAGE
C A N 10.128.535 669,- 10.439,731.247,- 12,352 312.000,-
URE 5.010.556.177.- 5.013 524,459,- 7 206.867.500 -
A.N. 33% 91.236.146- 127.701 694,- 185 790 000,-
D.A.P. 381 662.500 - 402 467.409- 482,100.000.-
AS 326.406.562- 370.747 694.- 515 221 000 -
20.20.0 1,061 689.284,- 1.226 526,630,- 1.548 234 000 -
15.15.15 5-36 550.000,- 546 550 000 - 751 261 200 -
T.S.P 0- 0- 0,-
17 546,636.340.- 18.127,349 133- 23 041.825.800 -
.4 m R L i R  1994 F E R T IL IZ E R  /М  E S T O R ÍE S
LIFO FIFO AVERAGE
C A N 30.988 043.- 63 195 652,- 31 411 282,-
URE 2.140,527 956,- 5 025 495.253.- 3.964 536 051,-
A N. 33% 582.608,- 1 239 130,- 825 608.-
DAP. 4 309.000,- 13815217,- 13.253 756,-
A.S 0,- 0,- 0-
20.20.0 613 113.108.- 1.374 782.583.- 1.340 393 670,-
15.15.15 144 213.918,- 307.565 206,- 231.··! 6 488,-
T.S.P 0.- 0,- 0,-
2.933.734.633.- 6.786.093.041.- 5.581 536 655,-
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ATTABLAR MAÎÎNA TİC.VE SAN.A.? 31/12/1994 DETAY BİLANÇOSU
AÎIIF (VAELIÎLAR)
■'BONEN VARLIÎLAR 
i'flizır Delerler
i 1-îasa
; 2-Ahnaa Çekler 
I 3-Bâckahr
ii 4-Verilen Çekler ve ödeee
Eiirleri(-)
I B-Nenk’jl iıynetler 
' 3'Eaiu îesİB Tahvil.Seaet 
If ve Bonoları 
'^Ticari Alacaklar 
‘ ' Alıcılar 
I 3-Alacak Senetleri 
i 4-Verilen Depozito ve Teıi.
6-Şûpheli Ticari Alacaklar 
; 7-Şûpheli Ticari Alacaklar 
Karşılıfı(-)
■■'Diğer Alacaklar 
I 4-Personelden Alacaklar 
'^Stoklar 
1-Ticari Mallar 
'^Verilen Sipariş Avansları 
'^Gelecek Aylara Ait Giderler 
Ve Gelir Tahakkukları 
■'Diler Dönen Varlıklar 
1-Devreden KDV 
3-Peşin ödenen Vergiler ve 
Fonlar
'^Personel Avansları 
■»EN VABLIKLAR TOPLAMI 
JRAM VARLIKLAR 
''Ticari Alacaklar 
l'Verilen Depozito ve Teıinat 
'Diler Alacaklar 
'Mali Duran Varlıklar 
'Maddi Duran Varlıklar 
■'Arazi ve Arsalar 
3'Binalar 
5'Taşıtlar 
3'Deıirbaşlar
■'Diler Maddi Duran Varlıklar 
■'Birikıiş ABortisianlar(-) 
'Haddi OİBayan Duran Varlıkl. 
"Özel Тикепвеуе Tabi Varlıkl. 
'Gelecek Yıllara Ait Giderler 
Ve Gelir Tahakkukları 
'Gelecek Yıllara Ait Gideri. 
Biler Duran varlıklar 
'G( lecek Yıllarda 
indirilecek KDV 
AH VARLIKLAR TOPLAMI 
IF iUmilM) TOPLAMI
ö n c e k i  D ö n e B Ca r i  Döne
31/12/1353 31/12/1994
345 762 237 
610 176 487
12 937 663 981
6 224 224 140 
39 127 026 738
4 932 000 
(4 932 000)
24 989 723 
56 718 156 310
3 578 815 000 
100 668 787
3 181 258
3 569 650
8 700 185 000 
5 547 814 086 
1 238 580 823 
687 708 641 
32 459 928 
(473 216 674)
440 537 003 
174 991 697
i-
119 670 664 661
955 938 724
12 937 653 981 
45 351 253 878
24 983 723 
56 718 156 310
872 358 189
4 556 971 863
5 620 080 152 
1(21 908 161 726)
45 499 123 000
4 386 634 873
3 144 650 
142 745 814 
(142 745 814)
98 750 180
26 643 467 559 
16 000 000 000
81 772 368 740
(10 858 751 522)
45 499 123 000 
4 389 779 523
3 682 665 045
1119 670 664 661 
16 352 630 154
3 569 650
15 733 531 804
6 833 227 086 
14 418 154 236 
3 028 542 671 
1 314 327 656 
32 459 928 
(2 661 239 396)
98 750 180 
42 643 467 559
81 772 368 740 
23 693 080 271
22 965 472 181
440 537 003
Щ 6 35İ 63 İ 
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т г у ш /  о  ЯП
pasif (0;N.1İLAR)
j PASİF (FAYaAî LAF 
ı-KîSA v a d e l i  YASAECI ÎAYHAKLAE 
! A-Hâli Bcı-y'lar I B-Ticari Borçla: 
i 1-Satıc;'.î:
I 2-3orç Sadetleri 
• 5-DiAar Tiaari Borçlar
I C-Di|er Borçlar 
D-Alınan Avanslar 
1-Alınan Sipariş Avansları 
S-Cdan.ecek Vergi ve Diğer 
Yük'iıl'ilikler
l-Oaenerek Verg. ve Fonlar 
Cder.eoek Sosyal Güvenlik 
[esintileri
F-Borç ve Gider [arş.lıkları 
G-Gelecek Aylara Ait Gelirler 
ve Gider îahanıiiarı 
H-Diler Eısa Vaieli Tabancı 
Kaynaklar
n s A  v a d e l i  t a e a v 'i l a t n ,t o p l a
I!-CZUE v a d e l i TABANCI KATNAKL 
A-Mali Borçlar 
B-Ticari Borçlar 
C-Diler Borçlar 
D'Alınan Avansifii 
E-Borç ve Gider îarşılıkları 
F-Gelecek Tıilara Ait Gelirler 
ve Gider îahakrıkları 
G-Di|er L'zun Vadeli Tabancı
FaTTiaV^ ar
■ZüN v a d e l i  t a b a n : ;  k a t n , t o p l a m
)l KATNAÎLAİ 
A-Cdenaiş Sertaye 
1-Semaye
B-Senaye Yedekleri 
3-M.O.V. Tecidr-. Delerleıe 
Artışları 
C-Kar Yedekleri 
l-Tasâl Yedekler 
3-0h?3S']ştû Yedikler 
5-0zel Fonlar
0- Geçniş Yıllar Karları 
ı-Geçniş Yıllar Zararları(-) 
F-Dön·;! Net Karı;Zararı)
1 -  D ö n e ı  N e t  K a r ı  
l î A î S ü î L A R  TOPLAMI 
A S I ;  i KAYNAKLAR) TOPLAMI
e k i  Dönen o n e
31/12/1953 51/12/1394
85 331 572 506 
33 561 !:<: '2Û
33 524 000 
55 721 033
7 000 CCO 000
18 470 112
loC 542 307 
7 539 953 250
119 412 771 223
136 023 294 315 
119 503 116 261
90 345 033
119 503 116 261
7 000 000 000
8 018 966 269
16 520 178 554
m a u y :
^M U
Verg
T . C207 358 409 
tEFTEiGtv.r.LiJ
Dairesi
Bölcır.u 16 520 173 554 
136 023 294 815
I B S ]  [. Yili i-!n ¿•3İp '- ’:3 ' r / û z i ş
îlaa ‘
îLna c-üi'âA VD
âTÎ!W cyn iİrili-A
V«n3^DaJr»8İ
69 375 652 57
59 351 674 436İ 
4 30C 000I 
19 6Î3 0551
4 834 450 OGG:
6 133 535 160 
103 824 581
4 334 450 000 
6 242 360 34
7 000 00 000 
7 978 36? 336
93 530 726 
795 042 578
105 465 449 011 
80 452 463 412
30 452 453 412
7 000 000 000 
7 978 367 336
888 573 304
25 Ci2 935 599
9 146 044 959
9 146 944 959
25 012 9:5 593: 
105 455 449 Ûil!
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А Т Т А Н Ш  ШІШ ІІС.ѴЕ SAN.A.ş 12/1934 DETAY BILAEÇOSO
■‘Lan;o difnotlaei
îayıtlı serıaye 3İ3teııİQİ hbul etıiş bulanan ortaıhklarda 
kayıtlı serıaye tavanı
1. Yönetin Yarala Başkan ve iyeleri ile genel nüdür, 
genel koordinatör, genel nüdür yardıncıları ve 
genel sekreter gibi üst yöneticilere;
5) Cari dönende verilen ber çeşit avans ve borcun 
toplan tatarı
7 000 000 000 TL.
b) Cari dönen sarındaki avans veya borcun bakiyesi
735 000 280 TL.
TL.
3. Aktif de|':r!erin toplan sigorta tutarı 52 436 500 000 TL.
5. Yabancı kaynaklar için verilniş ipotek ve diğer teninatların
toplan tutarı 66 500 COO 000 TL.
.  ^ Tedavüldeki tahvil ve fi.".ansnân bonolarından
banka garantili olanların tutarı 45 499 123 000 TL.
<0. Serıayeyi tensil eden hisse senetlerinin dökünü;
Türü Tertibi Adedi Üsleri Toplan Tutar
NAHA A 300 30 000 000 TL.
НАМПЕ В 700 70 000 000 TL.
NAMA C 2 188 6 564 000 000 TL.
HAMİLE D 112 336 000 000 TL.
Işletıe sahibinin 
ortaklarının:
veya seraayesinin ItlO ve daha fezlasına sahip
Adı Fay Oranı Pay Tutarı
ЕЗШ13 H.ATTAR 94 6 580 000 000 TL.
33. Stok delerlene yönteıi;
a) Cari dönende uygulanan yontan ORTALAMA
b) önceki dönende uyplanan yönten ORTALAMA
0) Varsa, cari dönendeki yönten degişiklilinin 
stoklarda neydana getirdili artış (e) veya
TL.||^_^  azalış (-) tutarı
I I 35. Cari dönendeki naddi duran varlık hareketleri 
' ' a) Satın alınan, inal veya inşa edilen naddi duran varlıkların 
i'j' naliyetleri 1 610 277 698 TL.
b) Elden çıkarılan veya hurdaya ayrılan naddi duran varlıkların
910 844 781 TL.
TL.
8 720 530 182 TL. 
742 162 846 TL. 
35
naliyeti
c) Cari dönende ortaya çıkan yeniden delerlene 
artışları
- Varlık naliyetlerinde (+)
, - Birikîiş aıortisnanlarda (-)
i Cari döneldeki ortalaıa toplan personel sayısı
3^. Bilançonun onaylanarak kesinleştili tarih: 31/12/1994
u U \  Ma-kLıaTîc aretve S a-a;· A.Ş. 
Yeni latanbüt Vo'u Özeri Nü. 8/C
10*7.яя
/  42152 - KONYA
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ATTABLAR ΗΑΪίΝΑ TİCARET VE SANAYİ A.Ş. 31/12/1994 TARİHLİ AYRINTILI GELİR TABLOSU
MALİYİ L . : XI 
ш и  2Ei-i£r.:-A.:.LiJ
Vergi 0 ::resi UüdjrlOjJâ 
Ee№nü
J S tH^ T. Y’ı i -
СІИ у ■, ■.· ■
önceki Dönen Cari Dönel
31/12/1993 31/12/1994
A-BROT SAIIÇLAR 746 533 398 324 937 905 263 360
1-Yurt içi Satışlar 736 873 105 521 937 905 263 360
3-Diier Gelirler 9 660 292 803
B-SATIŞ ‘NDIRIHLERİ (-) (6 790 111 907)
1-Satıştan İadeler (-) (3 716 838 501)
2-Satıştan Iskontolar (-) (837 451 730)
3-Di|er IndiriBİer (-) (2 235 821 676)
C-NET SATIŞLAR 746 533 398 324 931 115 151 453
D-SATIŞLARIN MALİYETİ (-) (735 447 429 063) (922 798 675 917)
2-Sâtılan Ticari Mallar Maliyeti (-) (735 447 429 063) (922 798 675 917)
BRÜT SATIŞ EARI VEYA ZARARI 11 085 969 261 8 316 475 536
E-FAALIYET GİDERLERİ (9 684 426 289) (17 433 555 548)
2-Pazarlana, Satış ve DaAıtıii (462 792 830)
Giderleri (-)
3-Genel YönetiB Giderleri {-) (9 684 426 289) (16 970 762 718)
FAALİYET ΪΑΗΙ VEYA ZARARI 1 401 542 972 (9 117 080 012)
F-D14ER faaliyetlerden 0LA4AN 2 805 815 437 29 104 134 443
GELİR VE ÎARLAR
3-Faiz Gelirleri 20 794 520 310
4-îoıi3yoD Gelirleri 4 561 854 871
6-Faaliyetle ilgili Diğer Olağan 2 805 815 437 3 747 759 262
Gelir ve Karlar
G-DIĞER FAALİYETLERDEN OLAİAN (987 487 818)
GİDER VE ZARARLAR (-)
l-KoBisyon Giderleri (-) (849 155 404)
2-Karşıhk Giderleri (-) (138 332 414)
H-FINANSMAN GİDERLERİ (-) (2 150 913 803)
1-Kısa Vadeli Borçlanıa Giderleri(-) (2 150 913 803)
OLAİAN Ш VEYA ZARAR 4 207 358 409 16 848 652 810
I-OLAÖANDİŞI GELİR VE KARLAR
J-OLAİANDIŞI GİDER VE ZARARLAR (-) (3 995 904 851)
3-Diger Olağandışı Gider ve Zararlar (-) (3 995 904 851)
DÖNEM KARI VEYA ZARARI 4 207 358 409 12 852 747 959
K-DöNEM KARI VERGİ VE DliER YASAL YöKÜMLüLöK (3 706 703 000)
KARŞILIKLARI (-)
DÖNEM NET KARI VEYA ZARARI 9 146 044 959
Ѵ*г»Й ’
£ г із
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